
Names, terms, topics, etc. from lecture on segmentary state formation 

 

I am distributing these so that you do not have to distract from the lecture to write them down 

and I can save time ditto. 

Rudolph – political scientist 

 

Segmentary state 

Burton Stein – historian of medieval south India 

Inscriptions – carved on stone or etched/carved on metal 

Chola kingdom – ca. 900-ca.1300 (in today’s Tamil Nadu) 

Southall – anthropologist who wrote on the Alur people of East Africa 

Ritual sovereignty – sovereignty which is at least partly expressed in rituals of different 

statuses 

Kshatra – Sanskrit word for royal power/force 

Rajadharma – Stein translates this as (royal) sovereignty, but that is only one of several 

meanings 

Richard Fox – political anthropologist 

Rajput – caste of high status warrior clans in north India 

Natu – small settlements of agriculturalist and their leaders in the Tamil Country 

Complementary opposition – occurs when elements complement each other to form a whole, 

at the same time as they are in tension with each other 

Pyramidal segmentation – segments are ordered in a hierarchical structure in which most 

segments, which are of lower status, are at or near the base and the fewer higher status 

segments are at the top 

Feudal 

Tambiah – anthropologist who wrote on “galactic” polity in Thailand 

Mandala – an archtype for the organization of power: a center and that which encloses it 



Robert Frykenberg – historian of south India 

Bernard Cohn – historical anthropologist of north India 

Ronald Inden – historical anthropologist of Bengal and Indian kingship 

Vishnudharottara Purana – 8
th

 century document 

Nicholas Dirks – historical anthropologist 

Arjun Appadurai – historical anthropologist 

Carol Breckenridge – historian 

French structuralism – a school of anthropological writing which focuses on cultural schemes 

of meaning in human interaction 

Louis Dumont – author of the book, Homo Hierarchicus, published in English in early 1970s 

Kallars – warrior caste in the Tamil Country, usually of low ritual status 

Heitzman and Kulke – historians of medieval kingship  

 

 


